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BY J IM MOORE 
Working Smarter

SDSF/ISPF Primer: Part I

S lowly, almost imperceptibly, I have
become an SDSF fan. I used to be a

dyed-in-the-wool IOF fan. However, years
of consulting assignments at companies
that didn’t have Fisher Systems’ IOF (Input/
Output Facility) as their JES2 browser have
resulted in my conversion to SDSF.

This is the first of a two-part series on
SDSF/ISPF. Next to the editor, a JES spool
browser is probably the most frequently
used piece of software within ISPF.
Learning SDSF is worth the time, as it is the
most ubiquitous JES2 browser on OS/390.

This month, I will examine features that
are primarily used at the DA (Display
Active), ST (Status), H (Held), and O
(Output) screens. I will refer to these as the
“list screens.” Next month, I will explain
more advanced features including the ability
to edit output groups right in the SDSF
displays. I am assuming a basic working
knowledge of SDSF, so this two-part series
will omit beginner-level material.

RELEASE LEVELS

I am not as up on the release levels of
SDSF as I am on other pieces of software
that I work with. For this series, I will be
using SDSF as installed in ISPF under
OS/390 V2R5. You can check what version
of SDSF is running at your installation by
entering SDSF and selecting choice 5,
“Who,” from the View action bar drop-down
menu. The pop-up window that is presented
lists the release levels of MVS, JES2, ISPF,
and SDSF along with other interesting items.

If the action bar is not visible within SDSF,
try issuing the SET SCREEN primary com-
mand. On the “Set Screen Characteristics”
pop-up, along with color customization,
there should be a setting that allows you to
turn the action bar on or off. If no such

pop-up appears or there is no action bar on
your display, the release of SDSF is too old,
and this column will not apply to your site.

FILTERING THE LIST

Filtering the list of jobs that is displayed
can be accomplished using either the Filter
action bar drop-down or the more common
method, primary commands. For example,
typing PREFIX TSOID* will filter the list
to include only jobs whose names begin
with TSOID, followed by any characters.
The OWNER primary command can filter
the list to an even finer degree. Or, it can be
used in conjunction with the PREFIX * (all
jobs) to display a list of jobs that are only
owned (submitted by) a given user. These
commands have been around a while.

DISPLAYING THE FILTER

I find it useful to always know what current
filter (and sort sequence) I have active. To

keep the current settings always visible, use
either of the following:

● Choice 5, Set display values to
OFF/ON from the Options action bar
drop-down

● the SET DISPLAY OFF/ON primary
command

Having the filter displayed uses up one
line of the screen. For me, it’s a worthwhile
expenditure. In a support role, I am frequent-
ly viewing production jobs, programmers
failed test jobs, and all sorts of started tasks.
This requires me to switch both the prefix
and owner settings with regularity. It’s easy
to forget what the filter is set to and it
always helps me to see it displayed.

SORTING THE LIST OF JOBS

My preference for sort order at SDSF list
screens is to have the most recent job
appear first in the list — particularly in
long, multi-screen lists. This way, I don’t
have to scroll to see the most recent job.

To apply a sort sequence, use either:

● Choice 1, Sort from the View action
bar drop-down

● the SORT primary command

The SORT command of SDSF needs fur-
ther explanation. It is similar to the SORT
command that is used at ISPF member lists
in that the arguments must be named
columns. The following is an example:

SORT END-DATE D END-TIME D

END-DATE and END-TIME are both
named columns. The “D” indicates
descending order. If you are using the
action bar drop-down, the following sample
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can be used to apply this same sort sequence
via the pop-up:

Major Column END-DATE Order D (A or D)
Minor Column END-TIME Order D (A or D)

Be aware that for each SDSF list screen, the
sort sequences can be different. If you use
both the ST and the H screens, for example,
and you want to see the same sort sequence
at both, you will have to issue the same sort
command at both screens. If you have SET
DISPLAY ON, the currently active sort
sequence will be displayed along with the
filter. If no sort sequence is applied, none
will appear in the displayed filter line.

SAVE IT OR LOSE IT

A good practice in any ISPF application
that allows customization is to cleanly end
and then restart the application after working
on difficult to remember or infrequently
done work. The reason for this is that the
profile pool is only saved when the application
ends normally. SDSF under ISPF is the
classic NEWAPPL-style application. It has
its own application-id (ISF), profile pool,
and PF Key settings.

ARRANGING THE COLUMNS

I don’t like the default column arrange-
ment provided with SDSF. For example,
at the DA screen, the CPU time and
EXCP count columns are not visible at
the primary screen. You must use PF11
(RIGHT) to see them. Fortunately, the
columns can be rearranged to suit your
tastes using the following steps:

1. Select Choice 2, “Arrange,” from the
View action bar drop-down.

2. From the Arrange pop-up, select the
column to be moved with a slash.

3. Select the target location with
either an A (After) or B (Before)
and press enter.

Once you press enter, the Arrange dialog
will end and the results of you rearranging
will by applied. If you want to move another
column, you will need to repeat the procedure.

As with the sort sequence, each SDSF
list screen allows for a different arrange-
ment. Figures 1 through 3 list some sample
column arrangements for the DA, ST and
H screens.

SELECTING JOBS

One of the things that I liked about IOF
was that when a job was selected with the
“S” character, the default view would be
broken down by output group. SDSF is the
exact opposite. When “S” is used to select a
job in SDSF, the entire job is selected. To
view each output group in turn, the N (Next)
or P (Previous) commands are required.

To get the output group breakout, SDSF
requires the use of the “?” line command. I
have trained myself to always use the “?”
line command to select jobs because I am
almost always interested in only a certain
part of the spooled output. Sometimes it’s
the JESYSMSGs. Other times it might be a
SYSOUT. Many times, it is only the
resolved JCL. Having the job broken out
into separate output groups allows me to
quickly isolate the portion of the job that I
want to examine. And, as I will explain next
month, it allows for easier editing of spool
datasets.

CONCLUSION

Remember to cleanly end SDSF (not
ISPF) after doing extensive customization.
There are also some NEWAPPL quirks in
SDSF to be aware of, such as PF5 is set to
IFIND by default, not RFIND. SDSF has its
own command table version of RETRIEVE
that overrides the ISPF command table.
KEYLIST ON/OFF doesn’t seem to work
in SDSF. That is, the KEYS command
always displays the “legacy” KEYS screen,
not the KEYLIST dialog. Good. Try issuing
KEYS and replacing the RETRIEVE com-
mand of SDSF with the ISPF command
named CRETRIEV.  

NaSPA member Jim Moore is the president of
Concentrated Logic Corporation, a Glendale
Heights, Ill.-based software development
firm specializing in TSO/ISPF/PDF and
database design. He can be reached via
email at conlogco@ix.netcom.com.
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FIGURE 1: SUGGESTED COLUMN ARRANGEMENT FOR THE DA LIST SCREEN 
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FIGURE 2: SUGGESTED COLUMN ARRANGEMENT FOR THE ST LIST SCREEN
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FIGURE 3: SUGGESTED COLUMN ARRANGEMENT FOR THE H LIST SCREEN 


